1. Introduction.
Goodner [3] introduced the family P\ (X2:l) of Banach spaces X with the \-projection property: For every imbedding of J as a subspace of a Banach space Z, there exists a projection P of Z onto X with ||P|| ^X. The space M(S) of all bounded real (or complex) valued functions on a set S, with the supremum norm, is a Pi space, as can be seen by pointwise application of the HahnBanach theorem. X is a P\ space for some finite X if and only if it is a direct factor in some M(S) space.
A complete characterization of the Pi spaces is known (Kelley [7 ] , Hasumi [5] ) : X is a Pi space if and only if it is isometric to a space C(S) of all continuous (real or complex) functions on an extremally disconnected compact Hausdorff space S. (A topological space is called extremally disconnected if the closure of every open set is open.) If X is isomorphic to a Pi space it is a Px space. The open question whether these are the only P\ spaces seems to be difficult. Some necessary conditions for X to be a P\ space are known. We mention the following (Grothendieck [4] ): (G) If X is a P\ space then every weakly* convergent sequence in X* is weakly convergent.
Related to the P\ spaces are the P\ spaces, i.e., separable Banach spaces X with the separable \-projection property:
For every imbedding of X as a subspace of a separable Banach space Z, there exists a projection P of Z onto X with ||P|| ^X. Sobczyk [lO] proved that Co is a P¡¡ space. All known P{ spaces are isomorphic to c0.
In the present paper we investigate P\ and P\ spaces which are continuous function spaces. 5 will denote a compact Hausdorff space, and C(S) the Banach space of all continuous real-valued functions on 5 with the maximum norm. (With slight modifications all our results can be extended to the complex case. Let also p(s, 2) = sup {p*(s, 2); k = 1, 2, • • • } and p(S, 2) = sup {p(s, 2); s£S}. Since E?ii^(l. í)=/iGG(5), it follows that Z?iiPX(l, *'; *i) =/i(si) -L Hence we have for some ti, with l^t'iá»i, P-X\l, *il Si) á l/«i-P^(l, *'i) is continuous and therefore there exists a neighbourhood «i of Si, Mi G S, such that for every íG«i: |P-X"(1, fa t) -PX(\,i1;si)\<€/?>k.
We proceed by induction. If l<j<k and for each r, l|r<j, ir, «r, !>r, /r, G(r, t), H(r, i), Z(f, t) (l^t^Mr), »r and Mr are defined, and satisfy the following relations:
•Sr G «r C »r C t*r C Mr_i H G(r -1, tr_i) ;
for í¿r<j (take M0nG(0, i0) as S), and also:
By the last inequality we can find s,GMy_iP\G(j -1, i,_i) such that pw+2(sy_i, S)g(l-(l/«J_i))+pt_i+i(5J-, 2) + e/8fc. Let »yG2 be an open neighbourhood of s¡ such that ÂyGMy_inG(/ -1, *y_i) and /yGG(S) be a Urysohn function which is 1 on »y, 0 outside
My-i^GO'-l, ij-i), and Og/ySl. Proof. Let N be an infinite countable subset of X. C(ßN-N) is a direct factor of C(ßX -X), hence it is enough to prove that C (ßN-N) is not a Px space. If it were a P\ space, then ßN -N would contain an open dense extremally disconnected subset, and therefore it would contain an open and closed nonvoid extremally disconnected subset of ßN-N. But by a theorem of Rudin [9] an open and closed nonvoid subset of ßN-N is homeomorphic to ßN -N, which is not extremally disconnected.
The contradiction reached proves our assertion.
Remarks, a. C(ßX -X) is a continuous image of the Pi space C(ßX).
b. Though the finiteness of p(S) is a necessary condition for C(S) to be a P\ space, it is not sufficient. A simple counterexample is the space c=C(N*) (where A7* denotes the one-point compactification of the discrete sequence N). Since N* contains a convergent sequence, C(N*) cannot be a P\ space, although p(N*) = 1. A more interesting example is the following: Let X' and X" be two homeomorphic discrete sets, and let 5 be the space obtained from ßX'KJßX" by the identification of the naturally corresponding points of ßX' -X' and ßX"-X". p(S) = \, but C(S) contains c0 as a direct factor, hence is not a P\ space [ó] .
On the other hand, if we identify only two corresponding points:
SiEßX'-X' and s2EßX"-X", we have a P2 space with p(S) = |.
c. Starting with an infinite, extremally disconnected, compact space, and using the two procedures:
1. "Binding" a finite number of copies of a space in one point. 2. Taking the Stone-Cech compactification of the union of a family of spaces.
We can construct Sp for every possible p (i.e., belonging to the closure of { 53*-1 (1~ l/»»); k, ni natural} in the real line) such that p(S")=p and C(SP) is a Pi+2P space (hence l+2p is exact). 4 . P{ spaces of the C(S) type. Theorem 3. The following statements are equivalent: 1. C(S) is a P\ space for some finite X. 2. 5 is homeomorphic to the space of ordinals {-q; r\^f}, with the order topology, for some f <ù)u. subset. Since 5 is metrizable, such a subset can be only finite. Hence S contains an isolated point and cannot be perfect.
Next we note that if C(S) is a P{ space and A is a closed subset of S, then C(A) is also a P¿ space. Indeed, by a theorem of Dugundji [2] , C(A) is isometric to a subspace of C(S) onto which there is a projection with norm 1.
This implies that if C(S) is a P\ space for some finite X, then no nonvoid subset of 5 is perfect. By a theorem of Sierpinski (Pefczynski and Semadeni [8] ), 5 is in this case homeomorphic to the space of ordinals {??; yèÇ} (with the order topology) for some f <üji.
To prove that f <(o° we note that if coi>f Sïco*, then p/t(«*, 2) =k, where 2 is the countable field of subsets in {in; 77 ^f j generated by the (countable) basis of order intervals. Applying again Theorem 1 we conclude our proof.
